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Key Takeaways

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced consumers,
employees, and partners to dramatically change
their digital habits and adopt new ones. These
new behaviors are here to stay, and businesses
are under pressure to digitize fully and quickly.
Digital businesses around the world will add
digital signatures to their toolkits, and security
and risk pros (S&R) must help them evaluate,
choose, and deploy the best option to support
their digital transformation.

The Demand For Digital Services Will Intensify
Social distancing has forced people to use
digital services as never before. They expect
businesses to respond to and anticipate their
new digital needs.
eIDAS-Like Rules Promote Best Practices
From its roots as a specific European regulation,
eIDAS is shaping the digital signature market
globally. It increases the security and legality of
transactions involving customers, businesses,
and even machines.
Digital Signatures Increase Trust, With Few
Compliance Burdens For Companies
The adoption of digital signatures means
businesses must ensure their systems are
compliant; however, the right vendor can take
care of most of the compliance burden.
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The Digital Signature Market Is On The Verge Of A Lifetime Opportunity
Electronic signature technology is not new. It underpins digital transformation of processes and
operations, and firms across verticals have adopted it. With consumers and employees now forcing
companies to become more digital, this market is on the verge of transformation.1 But electronic
signatures are not all the same. From simple e-signatures that typically rely on an email address for
identification purposes, to robust and highly secure options, customers can choose among:
›› Electronic signatures (e-signatures). This type of electronic signature is the most widely used.
An e-signature is an electronic symbol attached to a contract or other record that a person with
an intent to sign uses.2 The definition of “symbol” is very broad, which provides a lot of flexibility.3
If one can prove that data hasn’t been tampered with, e-signatures can be legally binding in
certain geographies.
›› Digital signatures. Digital signatures offer greater assurance than simple e-signatures about the
identities of the parties involved in a transaction. They embed a personal key infrastructure (PKI)
into the signing process to identify both the party requesting a signature and the party providing
one. This also guarantees that an electronic document is authentic. eIDAS defines advanced
signatures and qualified signatures as types of digital signatures.
›› Advanced signatures. Advanced signatures are an intermediate approach between a simple
e-signature and a qualified signature. Advanced signatures are legally binding. They uniquely
identify and link its signatory. They offer strong security because: 1) the private key used to create
the signature is under the sole control of the signatory and 2) the signature identifies whether the
data has been tampered with after the message has been signed, invalidating the signature. This
last feature is essential to make the signature legally binding.
›› Qualified signatures. This signature carries higher probative value and can’t be challenged
easily because the authorship is considered nonrepudiable. These signatures are stronger than
advanced signatures. The difference between the two is the addition of a qualified certificate. This
certificate is issued by a qualified trust services provider (TSP), and it attests to the authenticity
of the electronic signature to serve as proof of the identity of the signatory. Simply put, a qualified
signature further increases the level of security that an advanced electronic signature provides.
The eIDAS Regulation Defines Digital Identity And Trust Services Providers
The electronic identification and trust services (eIDAS) regulation creates a harmonized approach —
including requirements and standards — across the EU for trust services supporting identity attribution,
authentication, and signature.4 An increasing number of geographies, including some countries in
South America, have adopted similar standards and regulations, which means eIDAS-like requirements
are going global. Countries that lack similar regulations, such as the US, must look at qualified trust
services providers for best practices. eIDAS has shaped the digital signature market. It:
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›› Defines the role of providers of digital identities. These providers help organizations answer
the “who are you” question. In other words, they certify citizens’ digital identities. This role was
primarily intended for governments. They can digitally identify citizens and companies and mutually
recognize them, connecting their identification and authentication infrastructures.5 This means, for
example, that electronic identities (eIDs) issued in Germany or Austria can access Dutch online
public services.6 Consumers can also use their eIDs for commercial purposes, such as opening a
bank account across countries. Companies can use them, too, such as B2B electronic invoicing.
›› Recognizes trust services providers. These providers help organizations answer the “how to
prove who you are” question. They provide identity authentication and signature (non-repudiation
services), which creates trust among parties: These services make parties accountable for their
actions.7 While eIDs and TSPs are covered by different parts of the regulation, TSPs often depend
on the same identity verification checks required to issue an eID. TSPs that meet the highest eIDAS
quality requirements are “qualified trust services providers” (QTSPs) and can act as a certification
authority (CA) and issue qualified identity certificates.8
›› Promotes cooperation and enables business across Europe. Every business transacting over
a public network needs assurance about participants’ digital identities and their actions in binding
contracts. Using qualified providers of trust services (identity attribution, authentication, and
signature) means transactions will be binding and recognized across Europe without too much
compliance burden, as the qualified trust services provider takes care of compliance requirements.
S&R and I&O teams have to deal only with the solution’s deployment and potential residual risk.
›› Evolves digital transaction management use cases. Classic digital transaction management —
signing, sharing, and storing documents — is evolving. TSPs assist clients with services such as
timestamping, website authentication, and registered electronic deliveries. Edge use cases are also
emerging, including management of digital identities, electronic invoicing, attribution and management
of machines’ identities, etc. Namirial offers video-based consulting on documents, DocuSign has
developed a validator (software that autovalidates compliance with specific legal requirements for
data sciences), and InfoCert offers identity attribution and verification for machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1 eIDAS Defines Identity Services/Trust Services Providers As Key Enablers Of Trusted Digital Processes
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The Adoption Of Digital Signatures Is A Business Priority
Growth expectations for the digital signature market were high even before the pandemic. In fact, the
value of this market is expected to reach $5.5 billion by 2023.9 A number of factors will push growth
even further: 1) The pandemic will force governments to accelerate digitization of services; 2) growing
consumer demand for environmental sustainability will boost the adoption of greener solutions such
as digital signatures; and 3) consumers’ new digital habits will force companies to intensify efforts to
digitally transform.10 These new digital habits mean that customers are willing to engage in higher risk
transactions, which requires S&R pros and their organizations to strengthen the underlying security of
these services and seek more assurance about users’ identities. S&R pros must move quickly to enable
their firms to securely meet the digital demands of their employees, customers, and business leaders.
Post-Pandemic Engagement Requires Companies To Strengthen Their Signature Toolkit
Companies that so far relied only on simple e-signatures must rethink that strategy. While national
legislation should indicate which transaction requires which signatures, each company should decide
which risk mitigation strategy it prefers to adopt for simplest, higher-value, and higher-risk transactions.
Once the pandemic is over:
›› Hybrid workplaces will require appropriate tooling. Most companies had to embrace work from
home overnight out of necessity when COVID-19 struck. There is no way back. Companies are
pushing for some of their workforce to embrace work from home as the new normal, beyond the
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pandemic. Twitter aims for 100% of its employees to work from home. Other companies’ objectives
range from 20% to 50% or more. This means that a greater volume of transactions that traditionally
relied on signing documents must be carried out digitally. Companies must equip themselves now
to ensure that their employees can tackle whatever level of assurance a transaction requires.
›› Consumers that embraced new digital habits will stay digital. Our data shows that consumers
are embracing new digital habits during the pandemic: 22% of Italian, 19% of French, and 15% of
UK online adults have purchased groceries online for the first time as a result. And for the first time,
18% of Italian online adults paid bills online, 17% banked online, and 15% used a digital payment
method.11 Consumers in France and in the UK followed a similar path. Next time consumers need
to open a bank account, they will do so digitally. Remote identification and digital signatures will
become basic, daily business requirements. And with increasing concerns over identity fraud, S&R
pros will welcome a more secure approach to identity verification and management.
Digital Signatures Deliver Even More Value In The Post-Pandemic World
The original goal behind the creation of eIDAS was to harmonize standards and requirements for
electronic identities, authentication, and signatures across European countries. The creation of a trust
services infrastructure not only delivers on that objective, but it also allows providers to deliver tangible
business benefits — and even more so in a post-pandemic world. QTSPs:
›› Make onboarding new customers more secure. QTSPs deliver on both security and customer
experience through flexible onboarding platforms. From the initial data collection to the activation
of the account, for example, onboarding platforms help banks take care of all necessary steps,
including remote identification, signature, compliance with requirements such as anti-money
laundering (AML), and long-term archiving. Digital onboarding offers stronger governance, too. A
digital native bank reduced fraud by 80% through a digital onboarding platform.12
›› Deliver on CX and business outcomes. Companies want to create digital experiences that
customers like and come back for. InfoCert’s Trusted Onboarding Platform enables banks to
approve instant lending for their customers, including real-time scoring and with a fully digital
process.13 Namirial’s DTM platform goes to market with fully flexible deployment options to support
digital engagement with a wide range of services and a white-labelled solution.14 GlobalSign
works with the US’ top preemployment screening service provider, USAFact, to provide a secure,
streamlined contract signing process for its end customers’ 600 field sales reps.15
›› Support customers’ decentralized digital identity management. As the boundary between
physical and digital interactions becomes indistinguishable, decentralized digital identity (DDID)
frameworks are emerging to provide trusted, portable, verifiable, use-centric digital identities.16
In a DDID ecosystem, claim/proof issuance is recorded on a blockchain-based ledger without
storing any PII on it. This means no central identity provider owns the identity. Instead, individuals
and businesses can securely share their trusted digital identity with entities that request it. It’s
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not a small change. The potential for disruption is high. QTSPs such as Signicat are positioning
themselves as DDID implementation providers, offering specialized turnkey solutions for DDID in
specific verticals.17
›› Can assure the security of M2M communications. Automation is changing the workplace as we
know it. Machines dealing with increasingly sensitive tasks and decisions need trusted identities,
and companies need assurance that M2M communications are secure and have not tampered
with. QTSPs such as InfoCert and GlobalSign developed offerings that target this specific use
case. They offer clear audit, traceability, certainty, and trust about machine identities and their
communication channels.
›› Support compliance across a number of regulatory requirements. Banks and financial services
providers must comply with an array of requirements about their customers’ identities and their
transactions. Banks leverage QTSPs qualified digital identities and services to comply with know
your customer and anti-money-laundering regulations. But new use cases are emerging. The
European Payment Service Directive 2 (PSD2) and connected standards require strong customer
authentication (SCA). SCA is improved authentication where customers initiate online payments
or access an account. QTSPs can support this use case.18 Namirial, for example, launched a new
PSD2-compliant Strong Customer Authentication Platform.
Recommendations

Choose Your QTSPs Based On Risk Appetite And Legislation
The digital signature market has witnessed tremendous growth through partnerships, agreements,
and acquisitions among IT companies. DocuSign acquired SpringCM, Entrust Datacard acquired
Barcelona-based Safelayer Secur, and InfoCert acquired Camerfirma and LuxTrust.19 To respond to
businesses’ digital needs during and after the pandemic, vendors are partnering even more. This is the
right time to choose your QTSPs. S&R pros and their business partners must:
›› Focus on the use cases you want to tackle first. There is a plethora of vendors out there and the
market moves quickly. S&R pros and their business partners must focus on specific use cases they
want to tackle first. Support for digitizing workflow and empowering employees working from home
has been a priority for many organizations in recent weeks.
›› Look at transactions’ risk profiles and legislation to choose your level of assurance. Across
European countries, national legislation defines whether a digital signature is required for certain
transactions. But this is only the first element S&R pros should consider when choosing their
signature providers. They must also consider: 1) the risk profile of the specific transaction; 2)
the risk appetite of the organization; and 3) local market practices. For example, companies in
Germany have traditionally relied more on qualified signatures than other countries in Europe,
regardless of specific legal requirements.
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›› Mind privacy and residency requirements when you deploy the solution. eIDAS compliance
doesn’t lift any GDPR requirements. Privacy rules still apply to personal data of employees and
customers, including rules for physical location of data. Most solutions offer long-term archiving,
too. Make sure that data collection, processing, sharing, and storage comply with relevant
privacy requirements.
›› Cocreate solutions for evolving digital use cases. It’s not unusual for QTSPs to work with their
clients to ensure that they address emerging needs. When you choose a provider and its services,
think broadly about how the digital strategy of your company might evolve and how QTSPs can
help you make it more secure and trustworthy. Challenge your provider to leverage their technical
capabilities to meet your evolving use cases.
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Supplemental Material
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